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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new audio compression algorithm
that includes a nonuniform �lter bank� gain�adaptive
logarithmic quantizers� arithmetic entropy coding and
an explicit psychoacoustic model to adapt the quanti�
zation according to perceptual considerations� Unlike
existing perceptual coders� the new system is backward�
adaptive� i�e�� adaptation depends exclusively on already
quantized samples� not on the original signal� We dis�
cuss the advantages of backward adaptiveness and show
that it can be successfully applied to perceptual coding�

� INTRODUCTION

Compression of digital signals can be achieved in
two ways� redundancy removal�exploitation of known
properties of the signal source� and reduction of irrel�

evance�exploitation of the limited sensibility of the
�nal receiver� Traditionally� speech and audio wave�
form coders have focused on techniques to remove re�
dundancy such as predictive� transform� and entropy
coding� In these systems� the relevance or irrelevance
of the introduced quantization noise is equated to some�
what arbitrary distortion measures such as the signal�
to�noise ratio �SNR	 or the mean square error �MSE	�
It is now widely recognized that these traditional coders
cannot generally perform well in audio applications be�
cause� 
	 audio signals� due to their vast diversity� wide
bandwidth and large dynamic range� are hard to model
and that limits the amount of redundancy that can be
removed� �	 SNR� MSE and similar distortion measures
do not re�ect real human auditory perception so that
irrelevancy is not fully exploited ��� To achieve high
quality coding at very low bit rates� then� it is necessary
to employ knowledge of perceptual phenomena in order
to minimize the audibility of the introduced distortion�
This is the essence of perceptual audio coding�
In recent years� several perceptual audio coding sys�

tems have been proposed which claim �perceptually
transparent� or �high quality� coding with rates as
low as � bits per sample per audio channel� Most of
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these systems share a common generic structure� they
are transform or sub�band coders with forward�adaptive
quantizers controlled by some form of perceptual adap�
tation algorithm that evaluates the signal�dependent
masking threshold and shapes the quantization noise ac�
cordingly�

We propose a new perceptual coding algorithm for
audio signals that di�ers from other existing coders in
one important respect� it is a backward�adaptive sys�
tem� The coder structure is described in Section �� In
Section �� we discuss the advantages of using backward
adaptation� and show that this approach is not incom�
patible with perceptual coding� Some preliminary re�
sults are presented in Section ��

� CODER STRUCTURE

Figure 
 shows the block diagram of the proposed cod�
ing system� The input is a single�channel� CD�quality
signal� ��
�� samples per second� 
� bit PCM� The anal�
ysis �lter bank �T	 splits the input signal into �� max�
imally decimated frequency bands of varying widths�
Sub�band samples are then discretized by a set of gain�
adaptive logarithmic quantizers� and entropy�coded for
transmission� The adaptation algorithm uses a psy�
choacoustic model to continuously evaluate the signal�
dependent masking threshold� and sets the gains of the
quantizers accordingly� in order to avoid or reduce audi�
bility of the quantization noise� At the receiver� the bit
stream is decoded� and the quantized sub�band samples
are recovered� Finally� the synthesis �lter bank com�
bines the sub�bands to form a replica of the original
signal� The dequantization gains are adapted using the
same algorithm and the same quantized samples as the
encoder� Therefore� there is no need for any side infor�
mation to keep synchronism between transmitter and
receiver�

��� The Filter Bank

Signal decomposition is performed by a two�stage
nonuniform analysis structure designed to approach the
demanding time and frequency resolution properties of
the human ear� The �rst stage splits the signal using a
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Figure 
� Backward�adaptive perceptual audio coding system�

����band extended lapped transform �ELT	 ��� In the
second stage� the �rst �� sub�bands are left untouched
while the others are merged together in groups of two�
four� eight or sixteen with inverse ELTs in order to form
wider bands with improved time resolution� Note that
this structure di�ers from the more commonly used tree
structure in which each stage further splits the outputs
from the preceding stage� This type of structure was
studied in ���

The prototypes for the ELTs were all designed for
��� overlapping� and were optimized for minimization
of the energy in the band ��M� ��� whereM is the num�
ber of bands of the transform� This resulted in similarly
shaped prototype responses which� as noted by Cox ���
is a desirable property to achieve partial aliasing can�
cellation across the splitting and merging stages of the
two�stage nonuniform structure� Delay units were added
to each output line to normalize the overall delay and
allow perfect reconstruction to take place on the dual
synthesis structure� Table 
 shows the time and fre�
quency resolution of each of the resulting �� channels�
The bandwidth is tabled both in Hertz and in the per�
ceptually more signi�cant Bark scale� The complete �l�
ter bank can be implemented with �
 additions and 
�
multiplications per sample� The analysis�synthesis com�
bination introduces a delay of ���� ms�
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Table 
� Sampling period ��t� and bandwidth ��f and �z�
of each band of the �lter bank�

��� Quantization and Coding

The sub�band quantizers are mid�tread with 
�� out�
put levels distributed according to a logarithmic com�
panding rule� The gain or step size � of the quantizers
is allowed to vary from band to band and from sam�
ple to sample� For samples in the range �
�� through


��� the quantizer behaves like a uniform quantizer with
step �� Larger amplitudes su�er proportionally coarser
quantization� This provides a wide dynamic range and
some intrinsic noise shaping�
Outputs from the quantizers are entropy�coded using

an arithmetic code ��� Since each quantizer presents a
di�erent probability distribution� the arithmetic coder
maintains �� distinct source models and dynamically
switches between them as it processes each quantized
sample� This e�ectively multiplexes the sub�band data
without any overhead� The source models� implemented
as lookup tables of cumulative counts for the 
�� possi�
ble levels� are updated after processing each sample by
increasing the appropriate counters� Regular rescaling
of the tables avoids over�ows and provides a means to
�forget� distant past events and adapt to changing in�
put statistics� During startup the tables are initialized
with distributions measured from real music signals�

��� Perceptual Adaptation Algorithm

The adaptation algorithm� as in other perceptual coders�
consists of a psychoacoustic model to estimate the
amount of noise that can be added to the signal with�
out causing perceptible distortion�the so�called mask�

ing threshold of the signal�and uses that information
to set the quantization steps �� The estimation of the
masking threshold follows a scheme similar to that of ��
and comprises four steps�


� Time�domain smearing to take a running average of
the energy in each band while modelling forward�
masking at the same time� This is achieved sim�
ply by squaring each sample and passing it through
a �rst�order recursive low�pass �lter� The impulse
responses of these �lters are exponential decay se�
quences� and their time constants vary from band
to band in order to re�ect the dependence of for�
ward masking on frequency� This step was inspired
by the model described in 
��

�� Convolution with a frequency spreading function
models masking phenomena in the frequency do�
main� The computation is somewhat involved be�
cause of the multiresolution nature of the spectral
data and the use of backward adaptation�



�� The �tone�masking�noise� index is subtracted �in a
logarithmic scale	 from each band to produce the
masking threshold estimate� In this �rst version�
the �noise�masking�tone� index was not taken into
account�

�� A �nal correction is introduced so that no masking
level falls under the absolute threshold of hearing�

The quantization steps are determined so that the in�
jected noise power falls just under the estimated mask�
ing threshold� The steps are then multiplied by a global
parameter ��known as the quality factor�to allow sev�
eral quality�rate operating points� setting � � 
 en�
larges the quantization steps� resulting in lower quality
and reduced bit rate� setting � � 
 reduces the steps�
providing a �safety margin� under the masking thresh�
old at a cost of increased bit rate� This parameter can
be transmitted just once for an entire track or it may
be transmitted more regularly to provide a simple form
of rate control with a very low overhead� The complete
adaptation algorithm involves about �� operations per
sample�

A few remarks should be made about this algorithm�
First� the spectral data used in the estimation are taken
from the output of the �lter bank described above� not
from a di�erent �lter bank� This saves computation
time� Also� the time�frequency structure of the trans�
formed signal is kept through all computations thus
avoiding potentially lossy conversions between domains�
Finally� the masking threshold is estimated from previ�
ously quantized samples � �X	� This contrasts with ex�
isting perceptual coders which use the original samples
�X	� The consequences of this will be discussed next�

� BACKWARD ADAPTATION

A fundamental feature of the proposed coder is that it is
backward adaptive� Although backward adaptation has
been used in traditional coders such as CCITT G����
��� it is not common in perceptual audio coders� A
comparison of these strategies seems in order�

The obvious implication of backward adaptiveness is
the elimination of side information because adaptation
parameters �the quantization steps� in this case	 are lo�
cally generated in both the transmitter and the receiver�
In a forward adaptive coder� on the contrary� side infor�
mation can consume a considerable fraction of the full
bit rate�� Since a backward adaptive coder does not
have to quantize� encode� and multiplex this extra in�
formation� it has a simpler algorithm and the design pro�
cedure is straightforward�there is no need to �nd the
best coding compromise between the main and side in�
formation channels� Another consequence is that adap�
tation can proceed on a sample�by�sample basis� unlike

�In MPEG Layer I at 	�
 kb�s� for instance� this fraction can
reach ������

forward�adaptive systems which adapt block�by�block to
minimize side information�

On the other hand� the receiver in a backward�
adaptive system must implement the adaptation algo�
rithm� This increases receiver complexity and can ham�
per upgradeability� especially in broadcast applications
where the number of receivers is very large�

A major question that can be raised is whether the
quantization noise introduced at the input of the adap�
tation process will disturb the masking threshold com�
putation to such a point as to make it useless� Re�ection
on the behavior of the system under both normal and ex�
treme input conditions convinced us that this would not
be the case� To con�rm it� we performed a simple simu�
lation� using a representative test signal� we computed
the �exact� threshold �� from unquantized samples� we
also computed the threshold �� from samples quantized
with quality factor �� �nally� we plotted histograms of
the ratios ������ The results are shown in Figure �
for � � �� Even in this case� which represents very
coarse quantization� almost ��� of all samples deviate
no more than ���� dB from the �exact� threshold� only
about 
� deviate more than � dB� If we consider that
in a forward�adaptive system such as MPEG Layer I
the adaptation parameters �scalefactors	 are quantized
with a resolution of � dB and that only one scalefactor
is transmitted for each block of 
� sub�band samples ���
it seems that backward estimation might in fact result
in closer tracking of the real masking threshold�
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Figure �� Histogram of di�erences �in dB� between thresh�
olds computed from quantized �with � � �� and unquantized
samples�

� PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The Backward�Adaptive Perceptual Audio Coding �BA�
PAC	 system was simulated in software using a combi�
nation of Matlab and C functions� The encoding and
decoding algorithms can be implemented with about 

�
to 
�� arithmetic operations per sample each�

The performance of the coder was assessed over a set
of seven music segments taken mainly from the EBU
SQAM compact disc ��� Four di�erent coded versions
of each segment were tested in a random order� Three
of these were obtained with BAPAC at three decreasing



quality levels� � � 
� � � � and � � �� The other
was produced with the Fraunhofer IIS shareware imple�
mentation of the MPEG Layer III algorithm at �� kb�s
and was included to permit comparisons of performance
in identical testing conditions� For each version� the bit
rate was measured and the coding quality was evaluated
by listening tests�
The listening tests were based on the triple stimulus�

hidden reference� double blind testing methodology� In
each test� three signals were presented to a subject� R�
X and Y� Signal R was always the original segment to be
used as a reference� One of X and Y� chosen randomly�
was the encoded�decoded version while the other was a
repetition of the reference� The subject could play the
signals repeatedly and in any order he or she pleased�
The subject completed each test by grading each of X
and Y with a score taken from the CCIR ��point im�
pairment scale�
Ten subjects participated in the listening tests� Each

subject performed a pair of tests for each of the four
coded versions of each music segment� The series of ��
tests took around one hour to complete�
Table � shows the mean score given to each of the

four coded versions of the various music segments� �The
mean score given to the hidden reference was very close
to � in all cases�	 The average of the scores �MOS	 and
the collective mean bit rate are also shown�

BAPAC BAPAC BAPAC Layer III
� � � � � 
 � � 	 �� kb�s

Castanets ��
 	��� 	�� ��

Harpsichord ��	 	��� 
��� ��	
Sarasate ��� 	��� 
�� ����
Sting ���� ���� ��	 ���
Stravinsky ���� ��� 	�� ���
Suzanne 	� ���� ��� 	�
�
Violin 	� ���� ��
 	��

MOS ��� 	�	� 
��� ����
Rate 
�	� ���� ���� ���


Table �� Results of the listening tests� mean scores given to
each coded version� Mean Opinion Score �MOS� and mean
bit rate �in bits per sample��

At ���� bits per sample� BAPAC produced high qual�
ity output similar to that of the Layer III system� A
comparable bit rate is only achieved at the cost of a
lower quality� Notice that some music segments consis�
tently got low scores across all coding schemes� This
suggests that the psychoacoustic models need some im�
provements�

� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new perceptual audio coder that
uses backward�adaptive quantization� The coder is very
simple and has a low computational complexity� The
bit rate shows a predictable monotonic dependence on �

which should facilitate the implementation of a rate con�
trol mechanism� Informal subjective testing shows high�
quality coding at a mean bit rate of around ���� bits per
sample�
The e�ect of quantization noise on the backward esti�

mation of the masking threshold was assessed� and it was
found to be very small even when coarse quantization is
employed� In fact� we argue that samplewise backward
adaptation may track the real masking threshold closer
than blockwise forward adaptation�
This and other interesting properties justify further

work on backward�adaptive perceptual coding�
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